Particulate release from surfaces exposed to a plasma
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Contamination can occur during plasma processing when micrometer-size particulates fall from
vacuum vessel walls onto a wafer. In situ light-scattering measurements show how particulates
are shed from walls. Using a test surface coated with micron-size particles, we find that when a
plasma is turned on, particulates are released rapidly, and when it is turned off, this release stops.
This proves that plasma exposure causes particulate shedding. The rate of dust shedding
increases with plasma density. The inventory of dust on the surface decays exponentially in time,
with a time constant ;:::; 102 s in our experiment, for plasma densities of ;:::; 10 14 m - 3 • Particulates
become negatively charged due to the flux of electrons and ions onto the surface and are then
pulled off the surface by the electric field in the plasma sheath. An individual dust grain is shed
when its charge Q becomes sufficiently negative.

I. INTRODUCTION
In semiconductor manufacturing, considerable attention is
given to controlling the particulate contamination that
.
.
. !--{; p arttcu.
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p 1asma processmg.
lates entering a plasma rapidly become negatively charged.
They can be trapped in the plasma near electrode surfaces. 5
Depending on the process and the tool, many of these
particulates may eventually fall to a wafer and contaminate
it. z-s The process of particulate contamination has several
requirements. These include a source of particulates, a
mechanism for transport to the trapping regions, the
means of electrostatic charging and trapping, and finally
the transport of contaminants either to the wafer or other
surfaces.
There are several possible sources of particulates. They
may grow by accretion in the gas phase after nucleating
either on a surface or in the gas phase. 6•7 Alternatively,
contaminated surfaces such as vacuum vessel walls may
release particulates full-grown into the plasma. This article
examines the latter possibility.
Our experiment was designed to isolate the dust release
process from competing processes that may be found, for
example, in a reactive plasma etching environment. Rather
than using an entire vacuum vessel wall, with an unknown
history and unknown contaminants, we used a test surface
that was deliberately coated with micrometer-sized dielectric particulates. And rather than detecting particulates on
a wafer, after a process has been completed, we detected
them in situ, as they were released, using time-resolved
laser sca,ttering. We find that particulate release is caused
by plasma exposure, and its rate increases with plasma
density. We also find that the inventory of dust on the
contaminated surface decays exponentially in time. We attempt to quantify both the time scale and the charge required for a particulate to be released is attempted.
We have reported these results previously, Ref. 8, in a
paper written for spacecraft researchers concerned with
particulate contamination in space plasmas. To make our
3540
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results available to the plasma processing community, we
provide here a synopsis of the experiment, in the context of
contamination during semiconductor processing.
II. APPARATUS

A. Test surface and particulates
For the test surface, we used an aluminum sphere of
diameter 4.45 em. This sphere serves as a proxy for a dirty
vacuum vessel wall. It was deliberately covered with a freeflowing white powder, Alcoa tabular alumina (Al 20 3 ),
having a dielectric constant9 that is ;;;.4.5. Individual grains
have a flaked surface, and sizes ranging from about 1/4 to
10 ?£m, as shown in the electron micrograph in Fig. 1. The
average mass of a grain, estimated from electron micrographs, is about 0.3 ng.
The test surface was prepared in air before insertion in
the vacuum vessel. The surface was first cleaned with isopropyl alcohol, and then alumina particulates were applied
electrostatically. The sphere was charged using a Van de
Graaff generator and was then moved over a powdercovered glass plate so that electrostatic attraction transferrer alumina dust from the plate to the sphere. After
applying the dust, we grounded the sphere to remove any
net charge. The powder remained attached to the surface
by adhesion. This procedure yielded a fairly uniform coating. By weighing the dust scraped off the sphere, we found
that 80 ± 10 mg of alumina dust had been applied, containing roughly 2X 108 individual grains. We applied such a
large quantity to assure a strong laser scattering signal.
The sphere was mounted on a motor-drive shaft that
rotated at 9.9 rpm. We found that rotation was necessary
so that the plasma did not remove dust preferentially from
a single area of the sphere. The sphere was grounded
through a large 4-MD. impedance so that it drew no significant current from the plasma. That is, the surface was
at the floating potential Vfloat• which we recorded during
the experiment.
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FIG. 1. Electron micrograph of alumina (Al 20 3 ) particulates. The calibration bar is 10 f.liD long. From pictures taken with a lower magniftcation, we determined that the average grain size is approximately 8 p.m.
Individual grains are tabular and have a fractured surface.

In contrast to a dirty wall in a processing tool, which
will probably be grounded, our test surface was floating.
Measured with respect to the plasma potential, a grounded
wall is at a potential - vplasma• while our test surface
floated at c/J = VHoat - Vptasma· This is not ordinarily a significant distinction. In our experiment, ;f>z - 20 V, so only
when vplasma is radically different from 20 v would our
results be inapplicable to grounded walls.

B. Vacuum system and plasma
The experiment was performed in the 26-t' cylindrical
vacuum vessel shown in Fig. 2. The vessel is aluminum,
black anodized to reduce scattered light. It is evacuated by
a turbomolecular pump to a base pressure of 8 X 10- 5 Pa.
For plasma operation, we admitted nitrogen gas into the
vessel through a piezoelectric valve, regulated to maintain
a constant 0.056 Pa pressure.
A de plasma was created in a source chamber with hot
filaments and multidipole magnetic confinement. 10 The
source was separated from the main vessel by a grounded
grid. To provide a ground reference for the plasma, a
stainless-steel anode plate was placed at the bottom of the
vessel. The plasma filled the entire vacuum vessel. Since
the filaments are heated and biased independently, there
are two ways to control the discharge, the filament temperature and the discharge voltage vdis·
The discharge current /dis drawn between the filaments
and the grounded vacuum vessel serves as a rough indication of the plasma density ne. These two quantities are
proportional, Jdi& a: ne, provided that the electron temperature is approximately constant, which it often is. To characterize ne and the other plasma parameters, we used a
small cylindrical Langmuir probe. For two of the discharges used in the shedding experiment, the parameters
were as follows. For Vdis = -40 V and I dis= LO A, the
electron temperature and density were Te::::::7.3 eV and
nez 10 13 m- 3, respectively. At this low discharge voltage,
the electron distribution is somewhat non-Maxwellian. For
J. Vac. Sci. Techno!. A, VoL 10, No.6, Nov/Dec i992
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FIG. 2. Side view of the apparatus. A nitrogen palsma, produced by
electrons from a hot filament source, fills the entire vessel. Dust falling
from the spherical test surface is detected by laser light scattering.

Vdis = -60 V and /dis= LOA, we found Vplasma = 5 V,
Te = 4.1 eV and ne = 1.1 X 10 14 m- 3 •
Plasma from this type of source usually have two electron components: a primary component emitted directly by
the filaments, and a denser, cold component of secondary
electrons. In the probe characteristics, we found the fast
component to be noticeable at lower discharge voltages,
Vdis::::; -40 V. Finally, we note that raising the discharge
voltage increased the plasma density significantly.

C. Light scattering
To make in situ, time-resolved measurements of the dust
shedding, we used laser-light scattering. The optical layout
is shown in Figs, 2 and 3. A 488-nm Ar laser, operating
steady-state at 0.37 W, was aimed beneath the dustcovered sphere. Mie scattering of laser light from particulates falling off the sphere was detected at 45• from the
forward direction. The detection optics consisted of a lens
( 150-mm focal length) and an aperture (5.0-mm diam),
aligned to locate the detection volume directly beneath the
test sphere. To reduce stray laser light, we installed baffles
at the input and output windows. Stray light from other
sources, especially the hot filaments, was reduced using a
488-nm bandpass filter, with a 3-nm bandwidth and 55%
maximum transmission. Not all of the white light could be
blocked, and this contributed to a baseline in our signal
that increased with filament temperature. The filtered light
was detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT), which produced a current proportional to the amount of light scat-
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Fro. 3. Top view of the light scattering diagnostic. Laser light (A = 488
nm) is collected at 45" from the forward direction by a 10-cm-diam lens
with a focal length of 150 mm. A 5.0-mm diam circular aperture at the
focal point defines the volume from which scattered light is collected. A
488-nm optical bandpass filter rejects white light. Scattered light is detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT).
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Ill. EXPERIMENT

FIG. 4. Time history of the scattered light signal. The data is plotted (a)
on linear axes, and (b) on semilogarithmic axes. During the plasma-on
intervals, we operated at several different discharge voltages and currents,
consequently the plasma-on periods are not identical. Changes in the
plasma conditions are marked in (a) and summarized in Table I. The
baseline is due to light from the hot filaments. Dust shedding is indicated
by spikes above the baseline. Dust shedding occurs only when the plasma
is on.

We measured dust shedding under a variety of plasma
conditions. The time history of the scattered light signal is
shown in Fig. 4. In examining Fig. 4, one should look for
spikes in the scattered light signal, indicating light scattered from falling dust grains.
At the start of the experiment, the source filaments were
turned on without making a plasma. The signal in Fig. 4
increased to a steady baseline level due to white light from
the filaments. This baseline should not be confused with
dust shedding. The lack of shedding at this time shows that
heat from the filaments does not precipitate dust release.
A plasma was formed at 116 s by augmenting the discharge voltage to - 40.3 V. A small scattered light signal
is evident above the baseline, indicating weak shedding.
Here the plasma parameters are I dis= 0.71 A, T, = 7 eV,
ne = 7X 1012 m - 3, and Vtloat = - 17 V.
Rotation of the sphere began at 140 s. This caused the
scattered light signal to increase, as fresh areas on the surface were brought under the plasma source, yielding a
larger dust release. Additionally, the scattered light was
modulated at the rotation frequency, due to slightly different rates of shedding from different areas on the sphere.
The next step provides direct evidence that the plasma is
responsible for the observed dust shedding. At 190 s we
turned the plasma off by turning the discharge voltage to

zero. The scattered light signal returned to its baseline
value, indicating that shedding had stopped. When the
plasma was restarted at 230 s with nearly the same parameters, dust shedding resumed at about the same level as
before.
This is the chief result of the article. When the plasma is
on, there is shedding, and when it is off, the shedding stops.
For the remainder of the experiment, we explored the dependence of shedding on differing plasma conditions, as
summarized in Table I. These results are reviewed next.
We found that the rate of shedding increases with
plasma density. This is seen in Fig. 4 at 256 s, when the
discharge voltage was augmented to - 59.0 V. This caused
the plasma density to increase by approximately an order
of magnitude to 8.6X 10 13 m -· 3. The discharge current
increased only slightly to 0. 78 A, and the electron temperature decreases to about 4 eV. Under these conditions, the
scattered light signal grew large, indicating a high rate of
shedding. The scattered light signal then diminished slowly
with time as dust was depleted from the test surface.
To isolate the dependence of shedding rate on plasma
density, we varied ne while holding Vctis constant. Since
ne a:. I dis for a constant Vdis• we varied the density by ad-

tered. Hereafter we refer to this current as the "scattered
light signal." It was sampled approximately twice per second. (We also recorded I dis• Vdis• and Vaoat; these measurements are reported in more detail in Ref. 8.)
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T AllLE I. Time history of the experiment. Electron density n, and ternperature Te are listed for the discharges where they were measured. V a!ues are given here for /dis and VAoat are time averages; their time evolution
is presented in Ref. 8.
Time
(s)

66
116
140

190
230
256
295

319
368
398

428
466

vdis

Jdi>

vftoat

n,

Procedure

(V}

(A)

(V)

(lOD m -')

Filaments on
Plasma on
Rotation begins
Plasma off
Plasma on
vdis increased
Plasma off
Plasma 011
I dis increased
!dis reduced
ld:s reduced
!dis reduced

0
-40.3
-40.3

0
0.71
0.71

0
0.7
0.7

()

-17
-17

-39.9
-59.0

0.68

-18

0.78

- 15

8.6

4

-59.2
·- 59.2

0.78

- 16
-22

-59.2
-59.2

2.0
0.78
0.26

-59.2

0.092
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FIG. 5. Sketch of the forces acting on a dust grain attached to a surface.
It is not necessary that the surface he inverted, as drawn here, for the

- 16

grain to be released into the plasma. The electric field in the plasma
sheath tends to pull the negatively charged particulate from the surface.

justing the discharge current via the filament temperature.
(Changing the filament temperature also has the unfortunate side-effect of shifting the baseline of the scattered light
signal.) This sequence begins at t = 368 s. Figure 4 shows
that each time Jdis was reduced, the shedding rate diminished. This confirms our conclusion that dust shedding increases with plasma density.
After the plasma experiment was completed, the sphere
was removed from the vacuum vessel. The amount of dust
remaining on it was 50± lO mg. This means that halfofthe
dust had been scoured from the surface after a few minutes
of plasma exposure. From this we can estimate, within an
order of magnitude, the dust shedding rate. About 108
grains were shed while the plasma was on, indicating a rate
of about 106 grains s- 1, averaged over the entire experiment. This gives a shedding rate per unit area of approximately 2X 108 grains s- 1 m- 2•
In addition to our conclusion that shedding increases
with plasma density, we can also say that it is augmented
by the presence of fast electrons in the plasma. The latter
finding was made by visual observations of shedding from
the test surface. We saw shedding from the entire surface
of the sphere, but it was strongest on the top, which was
exposed directly to the filaments. This is likely due to the
downward flux of primary electrons from those filaments.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Forces acting on a particulate

The experiment described above proves that plasma exposure causes dust shedding from a solid surface. When
the plasma is on, there is shedding, and when it is off, the
shedding stops. Having established this, we now attempt to
identify the basic physics relevant to the shedding process.
We first identify the forces acting on a particulate while
it is attached to the surface. They are adhesive, electrostatic, and gravitational, as sketched in Fig. 5. The centrifigual force due to rotation was negligible, as it was four
orders of magnitude weaker than gravity. Chemical adhesive forces bind the particulates in varying degrees to the
J. Vac. Set Techno!. A, Vol. 10, No. 6, Nov/Dec 1992
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surface. We cannot say much about this force, except that
it was stronger than gravity alone, since the sphere was
turned upside down many times while preparing it, and the
dust remained attached. The adhesive force is presumably
proportional to surface area a 2, where a is the characteristic size of a given particulate. The mass, and thus the gravitational force, scales with the volume of the dust grain, a 3•
The electric force scales with a, as shown below. These
three scaling laws suggest that gravity tends tc pull off the
largest grains from an inverted surface, while the electric
force removes the smallest grains.
The electric force QE arises when the particulate and
the surface are exposed to a plasma. Here E is the electric
field at the surface due to the plasma sheath, and Q is the
net charge accumulated on a particulate by collecting
plasma ions and electrons. The direction of E is toward the
surface, since the surface is at a negative potential ¢J with
respect to the plasma. This direction is important because
it means that the electric force on a negative charged particulate will be away from the surface, thereby promoting
shedding, The magntiude of E can be roughly estimated as
(kT,je)/An, since the potential drop is on the order of
- kT,/e, over one Debye length An. More exactly, at a
planar surface E is given by 11

kT,/e v 2 [ I
2ecf>
( ecf>)
]
E = ~2
~I - kTe + exp kTe - 2

112

'

(1)

valid for a Maxwellian plasma, where ¢; is the surface potential measured with respect to Vplasma· (For this experi~
ment the sheath width is small compared to the radius of
the test sphere, so that the sheath is locally planar.) In our
experiment, the electric field computed from Eq. ( 1) is
E = 41 V /em for Te = 4 eV, ¢ = - 20 V, ne = 8.6X 10 13
m- 3, and Av = 1.6 mm, which are for a discharge operated at Vctis = - 60 V and lctis = 0.78 A.
The particulate gains a charge Q while attached to the
surface. This charge arises from the ion and electron fluxes
entering the sheath and striking the surface. The dust particle collects a fraction of the incident ions and electrons.
This charges the particle to a value Q = CVgrain• where Cis
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the particle's capacitance and vgrain is its potential with
respect to the local plasma potential. For a spherical particulate of radius a, C = 47TE(jl. Both the charge and the
potential will generally be negative, for the same reason
that the floating potential of the sphere is negative: fast
electrons must be repelled so that their current balances
that of the slower ions. Consequently, the electric force
tends to pull particulates from contaminated surfaces.
B. Experimental estimate of Q

The charge Q of a particle while it is on the surface may
be roughly estimated by comparing the electrical force to
the gravitational force. We know from visual observations
that dust was often shed from the top of the sphere. This
indicates that the electric force QE was greater than the
gravitational force, i.e., IQl E> mg, where m is the mass of
a particulate. This upward levitation allows us to estimate
a lower limit on \ Q\. It is only a lower limit and not an
equality, because the adhesive force is unknown. For the
case of an 8-,um diam spherical particle, we find IQ I
> 15 OOOe, where e is the elementary charge. Smaller particles would have a smaller charge.
As a check on this result, we can use the capacitance
C = 41TErP to compute the potential of an 8-J.lm particle.
This yields Vgrain:::::: - 5 V, which is in order of magnitude
agreement with the floating potential tjJ = - 20 V of the
aluminum sphere.
It is revealing that the charge Q can attain such a large
value. One might have expected that the charge on a single
dust particle would be merely a fraction of the total charge
on the whole test surface, in the ratio of its area to the test
surface area. But a simple calculation shows that if this
were so, Q would be usually either zero or one electron
charge, too small for shedding. Instead, the dielectric particle acquires a net charge of several thousand e, indicating
that it acts like a small capacitor of its own, without efficiently conducting its charge to the surface.

C. Time scale for shedding
We find that the number of dust grains remaining on the
surface decays exponentially in time, under constant
plasma conditions. This is demonstrated by the linear decrease in the scattered light signal seen in Fig. 4 (b), with
semilogarithmic axes, during intervals when the plasma
parameters were held steady. Grains are shed from the
surface at a rate that is proportional to the number remaining. The rate of shedding decreases in time, as the amount
of dust on the surface is depleted.
The time constant 7 11, for the dust depletion is about
102 s, averaged over all the operating conditions in our
experiment. At higher plasma densities, 71/e is shorter. It
may also vary with the dust composition and surface his-
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tory. Knowing this time scale may be useful to the reader
planning a process, as it may help to know how rapidly
particulate contamination will take place after the plasma
is first turned on.
The exponential decay indicates that the shedding process occurs with individual grains jumping off at random
intervals. The probability per unit time of one grain jumping off remains roughly constant provided that the plasma
conditions do not change. This result in interesting, because it rules out the possibility that the particulates might
an be shed in a single burst when the plasma is first turned
on. The random nature of the dust shedding indicates that
the release mechanism of the grains from the surface depends on a quantity that varies statistically with time.

V. SUMMARY
We find that particulates are steadily and rapidly removed from a surface exposed to a plasma. This occurs due
to the charge Q of the particulates and a sheath electric
field E at the surface. Individual grains are shed at random
intervals, with a probability per unit time that increases
with plasma density. The inventory of dust remaining on
the surface decays exponentially in time, with a time constant on the order of 102 s. These results should be useful
in understanding the evolution of particulate contamination from walls in plasma processing tools.
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